A CARVED BOAT FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST
Text and Photos By Gregg Blomberg

The thought of carving a dugout came naturally to me, were for use in protected waters or for river travel. The size
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were to the people of the plains. The dugouts the Coast and weapons off to capture slaves hundreds of miles away.
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Donald Stiff preparing the log for halving.
The idea of building one of these craft soaked in my brain.
The first thing to do was to procure a suitable red cedar log.
Since buying a log was out of the question, that meant waiting
for one to drift in on the beach. Years of beachcombing told
me it might be a long wait, and indeed it was several years; but
as the bard had said, "All things come to him who waits," and
finally my log chose me. Had I been able to choose, it would
have been a log with more breadth and less heart rot and
knots. However, the log was a fine old grandmother cedar.
Growth rings told it was nearly a hundred years old when
Captain Cook "discovered" the northwest coast in 1778.
The styles of canoes built by different groups along the
over-thousand miles of coastline varied considerably. Designs were adapted to use and convention. Some designs

Gregg Blomberg and bow of nearly
completed canoe.

Gregg Blomberg is an artist and craftsman specializing in
the material culture of the Northwest Coast Indians. He is
the owner of Kestrel Tools, makers of fine traditional
carving tools; ie. crooked knives, adzes, and inshaves. For
a catalog, send $4 to Kestrel Tools, Rt. 1 Box 1762, Lopez,
WA 98261, or call (206) 468-2103.
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Working with inshave on the outside of the hull.

The log has been scored with a chain saw to block out the
inside. The chunks were split out with wedges.

At this point the carving more closely resembled
a cattle trough than a boat. The sides were straight
throughout much of the carving's length and the
bottom had 1 1/2" of reverse rocker in anticipation
of the steaming process. For steaming, a fire was
built on either side of the boat as close as comfort
allowed. From the fires we loaded red hot rocks into
the partially water filled carving. The water was kept
boiling vigorously for about three hours. As the
process progressed, we drove increasingly longer
wedges into the hull at the gunwales.
The potential for making two boats out of one at
this point can easily be imagined. Cedar is not much
embarrassed by splitting, as is attested to by the
"handsplit" cedar shake roofs that abound in the
northwest. In this regard, having a log too clear and
straight-grained can be disadvantageous. I was
hoping to move the sides out 10", and although that
amount was reached, the boat began to develop
cracks at the turn of the bilge. We backed it off to 8".
Subsequently the cracks were "sewn" together with
copper wire.
The steaming process turned the trough into a
boat shape with a nice flare, pretty shear and a slight
rocker (as the sides went out the ends came up).
Finally fir thwarts replaced the temporary bracing, and bow and stern pieces were carved of
separate pieces of cedar and carefully fitted. To
protect the cedar gunwale, strips of fir were pegged
into place, and the canoe was painted in the traditional colors with iron oxide pigments - red inside
and black outside - with the gunwale strips and
thwarts left natural. A striking color combination.
The finished canoe weighs about 150 lbs. It is
16 '4" long with a beam of 34". The carving took
about two months, spread over about a year to
complete. My own modest ability and knowledge
would have been insufficient for the task without the
help and encouragement of Bill Holm, Steve Brown
and others who have preceded me.
For sea trials a friend and I helped get together
a journey to the outside of Vancouver Island. What
better place could we take the canoe than to the
waters from which the design originated. The others
on the venture were all in kayaks. My previous
cruising in this area had been in an Eskimo style
kayak, but the canoe was a major departure from
that. For one thing, gear stowed in a kayak was
protected from rain and spray; the open boat would
likely often be wet. To our dismay we discovered we
had only about 4" of freeboard when fully loaded.
Despite this and our novice status as dugout drivers,
the canoe performed quite well. We had it in
interesting combinations of swell and wave but the
(more)

Steaming the boat. The heat was intense.
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DANISH NEOLITHIC BOAT PROJECT
Text By Errett Callahan, Photos By Soren Moses
Soren Moses and dugouts made with Neolithic stone tools in Denmark, 1982 - 87.

Roughing out the hull with adze and ax.

Shaving the gunwales with blade tools.

Final shaping on the exterior.
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